**This is not an official graduation list**

While every effort is made to ensure accuracy in this commencement program, printing deadlines may result in omission of some names and use of names of persons not completing graduation requirements as intended. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status. The university’s official registry for conferral of degrees is the student’s permanent academic record as reflected on the student’s transcript, maintained by the Office of the University Registrar.
Greetings from the President

On behalf of the University of Florida, our faculty and our entire university community, I would like to extend my deepest congratulations to you, the Graduates of 2020.

I celebrate your remarkable accomplishment in earning a degree from one of the world’s leading research institutions. I applaud you for the education you have received, for honing your creative, scientific, or analytical skills and for your achievements as students. I join you in thanking your professors, advisors and family and friends for their contributions to your success.

This is a time for celebration, but also for reflection on your future. I am confident that the knowledge and experience you gained as a UF student will serve you well regardless of your career or how you choose to invest your life.

The university has benefited from your active engagement and contributions to your classes, programs of study and your peers, and we are grateful for your time here. We hope you will recall these years fondly, and that you will remain connected to UF as active members of our distinguished alumni.

Good luck, best wishes, and always remember, It is Great to be a Florida Gator!

W. Kent Fuchs

University of Florida President

Dr. W. Kent Fuchs

Dr. Kent Fuchs became the 12th President of the University of Florida in January 2015. Building on many years of excellence and focused leadership, the university has reached its goal of joining the nation’s top-ten public research universities.

Dr. Fuchs has set UF on a path to joining the top-five public research universities and becoming the nation’s number one university for comprehensive excellence. UF is working toward those goals through the creation of 500 new faculty positions, the addition of advanced and beautiful university facilities and an ongoing $3 billion fundraising campaign.

Previous to the UF presidency, Dr. Fuchs was provost of Cornell University. He has served in academic leadership positions and as a faculty member of electrical and computer engineering at Cornell, Purdue and the University of Illinois.

He is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and the Association for Computing Machinery, and has received numerous awards for teaching and research.

President Fuchs earned his doctorate in electrical and computer engineering from the University of Illinois, and a Master of Divinity from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. He also holds a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from Duke University.

Dr. Fuchs is married to Linda Moskeland Fuchs, an art historian. The Fuchses have three sons, a daughter, and three grandchildren.

Born on an Oklahoma farm in 1954, President Fuchs spent much of his youth in Alaska before moving to Miami, where he graduated from Miami Killian Senior High School.
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Outstanding Student Leaders and Scholars

The selection committee for Outstanding Student Scholars considers grade point average, curriculum, academic awards, research project or honors thesis. The selection committee for Outstanding Student Leaders considers the quality and scope of leadership activities, universitywide leadership, experience, special awards, recognition and recommendations of faculty, staff and students.

OUTSTANDING LEADER
Elisabeth Rios-Brooks
COLLEGE: Liberal Arts and Sciences
MAJORS: Anthropology, International Studies

TWO-YEAR OUTSTANDING SCHOLAR
Natalie Hollander
COLLEGE: Agricultural and Life Sciences
MAJOR: Environmental Science

FOUR-YEAR OUTSTANDING SCHOLARS
Gina De Sanctis
COLLEGE: Health and Human Performance
MAJOR: Health Education and Behavior
Mia Goodrich
COLLEGE: Liberal Arts and Sciences
MAJOR: Economics
Sydney Eierle
COLLEGE: Health and Human Performance
MAJOR: Applied Physiology and Kinesiology
Elisabeth Rios-Brooks
COLLEGE: Liberal Arts and Sciences
MAJORS: Anthropology, International Studies
### SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION
Jennifer Elizabeth Erickson  
Special Education

### MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jiahui Cheng</th>
<th>Vittoria Adele Giles</th>
<th>Matthew Joseph Short</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MASTER OF AGROBUSINESS
Cheyenne Elizabeth Pohl  
*Food and Resource Economics*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dana W. Terrell</th>
<th>Food and Resource Economics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daniela Coppede Racheo Cioni Coppola</th>
<th>Jing Ma</th>
<th>Emily Katherine Speas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan S. Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Jose David Mejia Calderon</td>
<td>Mai Lynn Magno Strickland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MASTER OF ARTS
| Mosunmola Omowunmi Adeojo            | Olivia Anne Hall                     | Sean Forrest O’Dwyer |
| English                             | Amandine Hom                         | History              |
| Janay A. Bend                       | French and Francophone Studies      | Khaila Piorecky      |
| Sociology                           | Art Education                        | Art Education        |
| Laina A. Briedis                    | Art Education                        | Lydia Elaine Powers  |
| Art Education                       | Patrick Ryan Hunt                    | Art Education        |
| Ashley Ryan Ivey Deutsch            | Latin American Studies               | Anthony Joseph Rojas |
| Anthropology                        | Art Education                        | Political Science    |
| Gabriela Flores                     | Kristin N. Irish                     | Sarah Aron Staub     |
| Art Education                       |                                      | Anthropology         |
| Sarah Lee Forsberg                  | Vivian Irene Lantow                  | Margarita Elizabeth Suarez |
| Art Education                       | ReneeAnn Lenda                       | Art Education        |
| Matteo Dante Gabrielli              | Miranda Carver Martin                | Jennifer Erskine Tallini |
| Communication Sciences and Disorders| Art History                          | Art Education        |
| Lukasz Gniewek                     | Mariana Meriqui Rodrigues            | Alejandro Vela Gomez |
| Latin                               | Latin American Studies               | French and Francophone Studies |
| Nicole Elinor Green                 | Kelly Elaine Nyhagen                 | Vanessa Lee Venable  |
| English                             | Art Education                        | Art Education        |

### MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
| Lauren M. Barber                    | Jinxiu Liu                          | Arelis Rosario Roldán |
| Social Studies Education            | Early Childhood Education           | Curriculum and instruction |
| Man Chen                            | Xiangyi Liu                        | Wenmin Shi            |
| Curriculum and Instruction         | Curriculum and Instruction         | Curriculum and instruction |
| Javier Bernardo Del Riego          | Yuan Ma                            | Qianwen Sun            |
| English Education                  | Curriculum and Instruction         | Curriculum and instruction |
| Minerva Gonzalez                   | Zhongyi Min                        | Caitlyn Marie Ward    |
| Curriculum and Instruction         | Curriculum and Instruction         | Social Studies Education |
| Helen E. Hamel                     | Social Studies Education           | Joseph V. Watts       |
| Science Education                  |                                      | Science Education     |
| Danjie Kong                         |                                      | Yue Yin               |
| Curriculum and Instruction         |                                      | Curriculum and instruction |

### MASTER OF ARTS IN MASS COMMUNICATION
| Matthew Daniel Abramson            | Sarah Elizabeth Juliano Hughey      | Tonia Riley           |
| Nicolas Michael Ahlers             | Salonica A. Hunter                 | Donisha LaVonne Roberts |
| Akintunde O. Akintewe              | Lillia Nicole Jordan               | Rakeem U. Robinson    |
| Alexandra J. Avelino               | Lindsay Elizabeth Lambert          | Kelly Lee Schmidt     |
| Cayla Baker-Ruiz                   | Zhaoying Li                        | Madeleine Louise Schneider |
| Lorena Barquin Sanchez             | Laura Josephine Libby              | Brittany Nichol Steele |
| Bruce D. Battey                    | Jenine M. Marquez                  | Savannah Gabrielle Stephens |
| Kevin D. Blanton                   | Amber N. Martin                    | Vincent Steves        |
| Shanaudrea Nakia Bowen             | Natalia Mojica                     | Linniea Molin Thomas  |
| Courtney Elizabeth Manzer BuoH     | Christine Nicole Morrison          | Dominique Bivins Vasquez |
| Aaron P. Charron                   | Yiwen Niu                          | Joann Lea Wagner      |
| Amanda Ann Cooksey                 | Alyssa Marie Osorio                | Kathryn Wolfe Watts   |
| Felipe De La Guerra                | Charlotte Graham Porter            | Anja Weigelt          |
| Madison Juliet Emanuel             | Siarra Cheyenne Price               | Joshua Williams       |
| WeiYu Huang                         |                                      | Wesley Martin Wilson  |

---
# MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

- Ashley Elizabeth Watts
  - Mathematics

# MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- Patrick Andrews
- Jorge A. Aragon
- Matthew Armbrister
- Miguel Andres Benedetti Garcia
- Ryan Franklin Bennett
- Lisa Boswell
- Autumn Thomas Bowes
- Pablo Cademartori
- Alexander David Carrillo Maldonado
- Wilson Antonio Celis
- Kyle K. Cheerangie
- Daniel Andrew Cox
- Julián de Lavalle Devis
- Julia Rose Doris
- Joseph M. Dray
- Jason A. Ervin
- Patrick Anthony Gabbidon Jr.
- Evelyn S. Gomez
- Jessica Gonzalez
- Adam Justin Grob
- Heriberto Guerrero
- Saskia Carola Hendrickx
- Joseph Henriquez
- James Heydinger
- Harrison Germon Hill
- Ebaa Abdullah Jastaniah
- Alexandra C. Jones
- Sing Kam
- Michael Khalid
- Charles Daniel Lewis
- Elizabeth Laurie MacWilliam
- Carlos Nicholas Mata
- Jason Jay Matteo
- Harrison Smith Mischel
- Jacob James Papp
- Dakota W. Paxson
- Dustin Gabriel Pierce
- Eric Jae Rice
- Andrea Lyn Rivera
- Cristhian Alejandro Rodriguez
- Jacob Michael Ross
- Lina Saldarriaga
- Sarel Sandoval
- Christopher W. Scott
- Aaron Christopher Sundquist
- Claire Elisabeth Sundstrom
- Khue Huong Tran
- Rachel Allison Yates
- Ashley Victoria Young
- Miao Yu
- Juliane Zanuj Moraes
- Jose Gabriel Zelaya

# MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

- Tej Sanjaykumar Desai
- Yuxuan Li
- Makayla Myers
- Siddharth Sutar
- Ruiying Wang

# MASTER OF EDUCATION

- Liliana L. Acosta
  - School Psychology
- Jorge Antonio Badillo Jr.
  - Educational Leadership
- Amanda Lynn Bennett
  - Educational Leadership
- Erin Jones Bennett
  - Special Education
- Angel Arturo Berlanga Rodriguez
  - Elementary Education
- Sherry McCubbin Blanset
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Hyacin Rose Christy
  - Student Personnel in Higher Education
- Daniel Anthony Cicenia
  - Student Personnel in Higher Education
- Nathalie Ciesco
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Jessica Cintron
  - Special Education
- Rebecca Baylor Curry
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Heather Michelle Flynn
  - Student Personnel in Higher Education
- Ashley Corina Forrest
  - Educational Leadership
- Steven Shawn Fortner II
  - Educational Leadership
- Jemima Francique
  - Student Personnel in Higher Education
- Brian Berardis Hindle
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Daniel William Alton Jordan
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Fengchun Li
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Nicole Marie Marlowe
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Lindsay Nicole Misamore
  - Educational Leadership
- Sean Paul Monnar
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Mary Elizabeth Moody
  - School Psychology
- Nicole Kathleen Nicolas
  - Educational Leadership
- Courtney A. Rolle
  - Educational Leadership
- Robert Carl Rose
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Osmara Salas
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Jessica Kedna Samson
  - Student Personnel in Higher Education
- Brittany Alyssa Savino
  - Student Personnel in Higher Education
- Donna Hans Setzer
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Ala M. Shanaa
  - Educational Leadership
- Michael Benjamin Shine
  - Educational Leadership
- Amelia Jane Summersbee
  - Educational Leadership
- James Nathaniel Taylor
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Amila Tica
  - Student Personnel in Higher Education
- Lori D. Whited
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Chelsea Nicole Widmaier
  - Curriculum and Instruction
- Mai William Zaru
  - Reading Education

# MASTER OF ENGINEERING

- Ho Yin Lam
  - Coastal and Oceanographic Engineering
- Allison Clarke Pontal
  - Civil Engineering
- Jessica Renee Rakich
  - Coastal and Oceanographic Engineering
- Kelly Ann Thomas
  - Environmental Engineering Sciences
- Collin J. Travers
  - Chemical Engineering
- Anastasia A. Valimaki
  - Biomedical Engineering
- Morgan Charles Weber
  - Civil Engineering

# MASTER OF FINE ARTS

- William B. Eissler
  - Theatre
- Ye Ma
  - Art
- Virginia M. Martinez
  - Theatre
- Elham Masoudi
  - Art
- Kayla Beth Moore
  - Creative Writing
- Melissa Laura Nuñez
  - Art
- Andy Prescott
  - Theatre
- Franklin A. Ratliff
  - Art
- Daniel A. Shurley
  - Creative Writing
- Evelyn Ann Thomas
  - Theatre
- Morgan E. Yacoe
  - Art
MASTER OF FISHERIES AND AQUATIC SCIENCES
Christy M. Akers
Rebecca Lynne Bowden
Amanda Catherine Faller
Kelly Kathleen Samek
Ashley Chantelle Shanor
Ricardo Samuel Stern

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Aakarsh Tripathi

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
Kaitlin Elizabeth Brittain
Environmental and Global Health
Nicholas Sean Dowhaniuk
Environmental and Global Health
Jennifer L. Krupa
Environmental and Global Health
Jessica Marie Rowland
Keely Amber Smith
Environmental and Global Health

MASTER OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Ahmed Bin Kabir Rabbi
Ina Sthapit

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Adriana Rosa Alises Menendez
Kelly V. Hooper
Sajid Seifuddin Jafferjee
Jamilah Saifuddin
Arden Meyer MacDonald Ratmiroff
Erin E. Reavey
Ana Gabriela Rocha
Gilbert J. Rodriguez
Samuel Alexander Simon
Haley Spooner
Taylor H. Starr
Madison R. Tighe
Chase D. Turbeville
Lauren Jessica Uzinay
Yizheng Wang
Maddison L. Welch
Lea Wojciechowski
Crystal G. Yildirim
Yu Zhang

MASTER OF MUSIC
Edwin Leslie Anderson
Music Education
David Robert McConnehey
Music Education
David Wayne Thomas
Music Education
Colby Alexander Baker
Music Education
Cynthia Jo Morris
Music Education
Claire R. Thompson
Music Education
Daniel George Baker
Music Education
James Mullen
Music Education
Stephen James Walley
Music Education
Tiffany Amber Hillegass Colom
Music Education
Irene Elsa Navarro
Music Education
Tabbyha Lien-Yee Walls
Music Education
Jonathan W. Heaver
Music Education
Tami Nelson-Payne
Music Education
Megan Nicole Webster
Music Education
Joshua Isaiah Hubbard
Music Education
Kimberlie Kay Nettlesheim
Music Education
Sheron Darnell White
Music Education
Meghan Elizabeth Kelly
Music Education
Alexandra Francesca Oakley
Music Education
Nathan James Wotton
Music Education
Bradley William Long
Music Education
John Patrick Shoener
Music Education
Regina Helcher Yost
Music Education
Daniel Andrew Luddy
Music Education
Jason Allan Taurins
Music Education
Loren Thomas Zawodny
Music Education
Tabytha Lien-Yee Walls
Music Education
Megan Nicole Webster
Music Education
Sheron Darnell White
Music Education

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Gina Aulisio
Isis Melissa Escandon
Faizal Ouedraogo
Lina N. Babiker
Molly Elizabeth Herman
Ryan L. Romero
Shanna Grace Breil
Laken McKinley Jefferson
John Magdy Roufael
Adrienne Christina Brundage
Huda Javed Khokhar
Zachary Emmanuel Wan Sandoval
Valerie Jean Christie
Sydney Elizabeth Little
Vasanti Lakshmi Sharma
Jenny Lynn Coleman
Gabriella Celine Liwanag
Madeleine Rose Steck
Carly Elizabeth Crump
Jaqelyn S. Nagy
Alissa Claire Todd
Jake R. Dooling
Ian Joseph Thayendenaga Nora
Marion Natalie White

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Victoria Olutaseun Adeleye
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ahmad Jehad Ahmad
Entomology and Nematology
Alexis Lanee Adrian
Microbiology and Cell Science
Bikash Adhikari
Aerospace Engineering
Leah C. Aidif
Horticultural Sciences
Ahmad Jehad Ahmad
Agronomy
Ibrahim Hamoud Aleidi  
Sport Management  
Abdullah Hamad M. Alessa  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Crystal Rose Almond  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Jaber Hassan Aloufi  
Computer Engineering  
Roaa Sabri M. Alshafei  
Dental Sciences  
Priscilla A. Amofa  
Pyschology  
Bradley Dean Amundson  
Sport Management  
Cecelia L. Andreo  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Sydney J. Applegate  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Rachel Anne Atchison  
Entomology and Nematology  
Monique Lexis Atkinson  
Management  
Jessica N. Awad  
Entomology and Nematology  
Akusika Aye-Addo  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Devyn McAluiffe Bachi  
Management  
Jinsung Bae  
Computer Science  
Caitlin L. Bainum  
Agronomy  
John A. Baleno  
Management  
Brogan Kate Barr  
Sport Management  
Jonathan Adam Baughman  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Sarah L. Bennett  
Animal Sciences  
Rachel J. Berger  
Soil and Water Sciences  
Chad J. Bertalli  
Management  
Huixin Bian  
Food and Resource Economics  
Nicole Madison Bianco  
Management  
Briana Makea Bloss  
Management  
Lizbeth Boehme  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Kiersten Marie Bonsall  
Sport Management  
Christine K. Boss  
Veterinary Medical Sciences  
Elizabeth G. Brady  
Management  
Andrew Nolan Branch  
Entomology and Nematology  
Ethan Tyler Brickman  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Conner Howard Bright  
Management  
Madison Britt Bryan  
Veterinary Medical Sciences  
Jason J. Bryowsky  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Austin S. Bubb  
Sport Management  
Jessica Morgan Burns  
Veterinary Medical Sciences  
Kory Durell Burns  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Kathryn Nicole Butler-Hodge  
Medical Sciences  
Olivia Claire Cacciatore  
Forest Resources and Conservation  
Andrew Michael Cannon  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Haochen Cao  
Management  
Matthew David Carr  
Mathematics  
Garrett E. Carter  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Rachael Christine Cernetic  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Mario Carlo Chang  
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology  
Kuei-Huan Cheng  
Management  
Byron Chu  
Industrial and Systems Engineering  
Tanay Datta Chowdhury  
Civil Engineering  
Daniel J. Clareglio  
Medical Sciences  
Chad J. Clarke  
Management  
Kiara Amber Clay  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Wildelys Colon-Jusino  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Crystal Jones Conner  
Plant Pathology  
Allie Denton Conway  
Management  
Danielle Elizabeth Coogan  
Aerospace Engineering  
Hannah Elise Cooper  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Jena Elle Cripps  
Management  
Raúl G. Cruz-Quintero  
Chemical Engineering  
Frank D. Curcio  
Sport Management  
Sarah L. Curl  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Lifu Dai  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Ghayath Dakkouri  
Medical Sciences  
Bishu Kumar Das  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Clayton Todd Davenport  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Helen N. Davis  
Medical Sciences  
Sarah J. DeBaldo  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Nickolas Giovanni Diodati  
Medical Sciences  
Bridget Felicia Donohoe  
Management  
Daniel Guillermo Dorado  
Management  
Maxwell J. Duncan  
Plant Pathology  
Abra LaMoure Durbin  
Medical Sciences  
Scott Fitzgerald Eastman  
Interdisciplinary Ecology  
Ricardo Eiris Pereira  
Digital Arts and Sciences  
Eduardo Francisco Esteves  
Soil and Water Sciences  
Lucas Gustavo Xavier  
Industrial and Systems Engineering  
Randi Weitzen Faris  
Digital Arts and Sciences  
Whitney Margaret Peak  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Yesenia Fernández Santos  
Veterinary Medical Sciences  
Michael Leland Finney  
Sport Management  
Alexandria L. Fischer  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Kelly Suzanne Flowers  
Health Education and Behavior  
Jesse E. Frazier  
Forest Resources and Conservation  
David A. Friedman  
Medical Sciences  
Tianyi Gao  
Management  
Christian Kyle Garcia  
Applied Physiology and Kinesiology  
Yasmin Garcia  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Emory Anne Gawlik  
Environmental Engineering Sciences  
Gautam Debesh Kumar Ghosh  
Mechanical Engineering  
Abel E. Gilbert  
Management  
Alexandra Taylor Gillette  
Medical Sciences  
Kaitlin Nicole Gingerich  
Animal Sciences  
Andrew D. Glass  
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation  
Megan Elizabeth Glassell  
Medical Sciences  
Audrey Hannah Goecker  
Soil and Water Sciences  
Jessica Ann Goldberg  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Colin Matthew Goodman  
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation  
Michelle Leigh Jennings Gregory  
Entomology and Nematology  
Kaitlin Marie Haase  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Kimberly Daniela Hafner  
Agricultural and Biological Engineering  
Gloria Kathleen Halsell  
Management  
Cory Jon Hanson  
Mechanical Engineering  
Christian Gabriel Harris  
Mechanical Engineering  
Scarlett Rose Harrison  
Veterinary Medical Sciences  
Russell Barbour Hawkins  
Medical Sciences  
Karl E. Helm  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Emily Henderson  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Jolene Nicole Henderson  
Management  
Kalani Baer Henshaw  
Soil and Water Sciences  
Taylor Elizabeth Hepner  
Sport Management  
Andres Ernesto Hernandez  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Damaris Yvonne Hernandez  
Horticultural Sciences  
Victor Ho  
Mechanical Engineering  
Shawn P. Hohman  
Soil and Water Sciences  
Alisaa R. Holland  
Environmental Engineering Sciences  
Erin Delane Hollar  
Management  
Jessica Hong  
Forest Resources and Conservation
Angelica Len Solomon  
Medical Sciences  
Naman Soni  
Civil Engineering  
Grace Elizabeth Jean Sowaske  
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences  
Courtney Brooke Sparrow  
Chemistry  
Gabriella C. Steele  
Entomology and Nematology  
Zachary Taylor Steele  
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation  
Sarah Ruth Steele Cabrera  
Entomology and Nematology  
Brenna Frances Storm  
Management  
Eric Scott Tanner  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Cheyenne Paige Tardie  
Medical Sciences  
Cagil Torgal Aksoy  
Psychology  
Elena Torna  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Solei Torres  
Medical Sciences  
Rachel Touroo  
Veterinary Medical Sciences  
Jessica B. Trepcos  
Management  
Siddhartha Vasireddy  
Mechanical Engineering

Gerardo Raul Vela  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Juliana Elizabeth Venetucci  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Ellen Kathleen Verney  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Priyanga Vijayaraman  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Annalicia Vilchez  
Medical Sciences  
Edward Payne Walker  
Sport Management  
Charles A. Wallace III  
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences  
Cole J. Walters  
Management  
Kayla Jo Walton  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Sishun Wang  
Computer Science  
Vanlin Wang  
Horticultural Sciences  
Stacy Rebecca Welker  
Plant Pathology  
Dexter D. Wilborn  
Psychology  
Jordan Dawn Wonderly  
Family, Youth and Community Sciences  
Eric Wong  
Management  
Songzi Wu  
Mechanical Engineering

Yiwen He  
Nicolas Andrew Rabinowitz

Charlie Daniel Canal  
Sebastian J. Canal  
Arnon Khantawang

Alec Christian Adamec  
Anna Christina Gansäuer  
Jeremy Martinez-Quíñones  
Amanda Marie Arango  
Abigail M. Howell  
Jocelisse Morales Gonzalez  
Kristo Becka  
Alexander M. Howell II  
Bismarie Plasencia  
Kallie Anne Carlton  
Daniel Stewart Kennon  
Federico Rojas  
Brittany Cole  
Can Zhang

Brian Anthony Edward Goff  
Michael L. Majhess  
Kevin Duane Meeks  
Paul Anthony Forshaw Houde  
Shawn Patrick Stearns

Wenchuan Wang

Abdallah Damin Abukhalil  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Lindsay Elizabeth Akers  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Mashael Abdullah Alaskar  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Kyle Russell Anderson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Casey Jonelle Bansavage  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Emily Jane Barentson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Sarah Grace Antonia Bax  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Tracy M. Berg  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Savannah Allison Britt  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Michelle Maureen Cataldo  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Casey Fallon Chapman  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Bradley-Nicole Elizabeth Collins  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
David Michael Cook  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Sarah Draper  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Heike Engelbrecht  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management

Zhuang Wu  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Samantha Marie Wyant  
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation  
Dong Xiang  
Agricultural and Biological Engineering  
Zhuxuan Xu  
Plant Pathology  
Boya Yang  
Mathematics  
Ning Yang  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Xinzhe Yang  
Management  
Masato Yokota  
Sport Management  
Seul Gi Yoon  
Microbiology and Cell Science

Jadyn L. Yourell  
Family, Youth and Community Sciences  
Jamie Ann Zeldman  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Huidong Zhang  
Mechanical Engineering  
Shuwen Zhang  
Tourism and Recreation Management  
Yikun Zhang  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Jiechen Zhao  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Jindou Zou  
Sport Management

Gerardo Raul Vela  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Ellen Kathleen Verney  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Priyanga Vijayaraman  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Annalicia Vilchez  
Medical Sciences  
Edward Payne Walker  
Sport Management  
Charles A. Wallace III  
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences  
Cole J. Walters  
Management  
Kayla Jo Walton  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Sishun Wang  
Computer Science  
Vanlin Wang  
Horticultural Sciences  
Stacy Rebecca Welker  
Plant Pathology  
Dexter D. Wilborn  
Psychology  
Jordan Dawn Wonderly  
Family, Youth and Community Sciences  
Eric Wong  
Management  
Songzi Wu  
Mechanical Engineering

Yiwen He  
Nicolas Andrew Rabinowitz

Charlie Daniel Canal  
Sebastian J. Canal  
Arnon Khantawang

Alec Christian Adamec  
Anna Christina Gansäuer  
Jeremy Martinez-Quíñones  
Amanda Marie Arango  
Abigail M. Howell  
Jocelisse Morales Gonzalez  
Kristo Becka  
Alexander M. Howell II  
Bismarie Plasencia  
Kallie Anne Carlton  
Daniel Stewart Kennon  
Federico Rojas  
Brittany Cole  
Can Zhang

Brian Anthony Edward Goff  
Michael L. Majhess  
Kevin Duane Meeks  
Paul Anthony Forshaw Houde  
Shawn Patrick Stearns

Wenchuan Wang

Abdallah Damin Abukhalil  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Lindsay Elizabeth Akers  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Mashael Abdullah Alaskar  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Kyle Russell Anderson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Casey Jonelle Bansavage  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Emily Jane Barentson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Sarah Grace Antonia Bax  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Tracy M. Berg  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Savannah Allison Britt  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Michelle Maureen Cataldo  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Casey Fallon Chapman  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Bradley-Nicole Elizabeth Collins  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
David Michael Cook  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Sarah Draper  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Heike Engelbrecht  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management

Zhuang Wu  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Samantha Marie Wyant  
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation  
Dong Xiang  
Agricultural and Biological Engineering  
Zhuxuan Xu  
Plant Pathology  
Boya Yang  
Mathematics  
Ning Yang  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Xinzhe Yang  
Management  
Masato Yokota  
Sport Management  
Seul Gi Yoon  
Microbiology and Cell Science

Jadyn L. Yourell  
Family, Youth and Community Sciences  
Jamie Ann Zeldman  
Food Science and Human Nutrition  
Huidong Zhang  
Mechanical Engineering  
Shuwen Zhang  
Tourism and Recreation Management  
Yikun Zhang  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Jiechen Zhao  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Jindou Zou  
Sport Management

Gerardo Raul Vela  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Ellen Kathleen Verney  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Priyanga Vijayaraman  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Annalicia Vilchez  
Medical Sciences  
Edward Payne Walker  
Sport Management  
Charles A. Wallace III  
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences  
Cole J. Walters  
Management  
Kayla Jo Walton  
Microbiology and Cell Science  
Sishun Wang  
Computer Science  
Vanlin Wang  
Horticultural Sciences  
Stacy Rebecca Welker  
Plant Pathology  
Dexter D. Wilborn  
Psychology  
Jordan Dawn Wonderly  
Family, Youth and Community Sciences  
Eric Wong  
Management  
Songzi Wu  
Mechanical Engineering

Yiwen He  
Nicolas Andrew Rabinowitz

Charlie Daniel Canal  
Sebastian J. Canal  
Arnon Khantawang

Alec Christian Adamec  
Anna Christina Gansäuer  
Jeremy Martinez-Quíñones  
Amanda Marie Arango  
Abigail M. Howell  
Jocelisse Morales Gonzalez  
Kristo Becka  
Alexander M. Howell II  
Bismarie Plasencia  
Kallie Anne Carlton  
Daniel Stewart Kennon  
Federico Rojas  
Brittany Cole  
Can Zhang

Brian Anthony Edward Goff  
Michael L. Majhess  
Kevin Duane Meeks  
Paul Anthony Forshaw Houde  
Shawn Patrick Stearns

Wenchuan Wang

Abdallah Damin Abukhalil  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Lindsay Elizabeth Akers  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Mashael Abdullah Alaskar  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Kyle Russell Anderson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Casey Jonelle Bansavage  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Emily Jane Barentson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Sarah Grace Antonia Bax  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Tracy M. Berg  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Savannah Allison Britt  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Michelle Maureen Cataldo  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Casey Fallon Chapman  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Bradley-Nicole Elizabeth Collins  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
David Michael Cook  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Sarah Draper  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Heike Engelbrecht  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management
Randolph Ntoko Esabe  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Jeremy Robert Fraysse  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Samantha Geib  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Andres A. Gonzalez  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Chemistry  
Magdielis Gregory Rivera  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Erin Cathlene Grubbs  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Clinical Toxicology  
Erik J. Helsing  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Rachel B. Hochberg  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Emily Hoge  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Donna Marie Honey  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Clinical Toxicology  
Elandya LaNee’ Howell  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Terri Lea Hutton  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Oluchi Ike  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Eric E. Jividen  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Chemistry  
Deborah Ann Johnson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Jada Marti Johnson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Lemmyv Mshuijka Kigham  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Chemistry  
Grace Elizabeth Koehler  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Michael Lee  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Chelsea Lockhart  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Brittany A. Long  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Chemistry  
Nicole Elizabeth Martin  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Chemistry  
Kyle Wayne Mayes  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Bradley T. Meader  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Rachel Nelson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Andreea Cristina Mira  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Kyle David Miner  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Vincent Edward Pair  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Clinical Toxicology  
Jessica Auguste Prince  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Shauna Patrice Robinson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Ashlie Sue Roederer  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Kelsey N. Santiago  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Danielle Brennan Scharle  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Zunaira Sharief  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Jessica Janae Simon  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Michelle Smiley  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Nikki Marie Smith  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy  
Sara Heltzel Sochor  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Gabriella Sulak Swift  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Alexandra M. Tejada  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Monique Michelle Travis  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Drug Chemistry  
Frances Turner  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Jason Coy Turner  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Medication Therapy Management  
Lindsey Marie Valencia  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Yolanda Yvette Vera  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Clinical Toxicology  
Emily Michelle Vogel  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic Science  
Stephanie A. Wilt  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Forensic DNA and Serology  
Patrick J. Yep  
Pharmaceutical Sciences – Clinical Toxicology  

MASTER OF STATISTICS  
Christopher Richard Murphy  
Bixuan Yang

MASTER OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE  
Stephanie Nicole Muench  
Haaris Saqib

MASTER OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING  
Kadair Delano Brissett  
Christopher A. Damiani  
Shiki Osawa  
Haoming Qin  
Jane M. Turner  
Meghan Elizabeth Coyne  
Haaris Saqib  
Jane M. Turner
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL AND LIFE SCIENCES

Dean R. Elaine Turner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Gianna S. Acosta
Julia E. Allgood *
Farah O. Alzaatari
Camila Ambros
Raoul Andalis
Maya Lin Andrade
Abigail Faith Askcroft
A’sja L. Baker
Juanita Ballesteros
Sabrina Clara Belizaire
Mariah J. Benjamin
Emily Nichole Benoit
Victoria Berlingo
Jaanel T. Berrick
Salome G. Billon *
Alexandra Marie Blyar
Deanna Grace Boner
Madeline G. Borcyk *
Alexander Joseph Britton *
Hollyann Marie Brown
Allison Nicole Brummer *
Ricardo Christian Brunet *
Logan Christian Brunson *
Noelle Marie Buitron
Neal Joseph Burday
Thomas Serros Burns *
Ivanna Carolina Cadborin Escalona *
Victoria Bree Caldwell *
Melody Ann Cardec *
Hannah Alexis Casteel
Amanda Lauren Cather
Summer Rose Checchio
Gabriella A. Conicelli
Logan M. Cosie
Palmer Roine Crippen *
Kelisi Lyn Croft
Ryan A. Crowe
Wenny J. Cruz-Lopez
Kaylyn Elissa Cullen *
Casey Marshall Currin *
Rebekah DeConna *
Samantha Grace DeMaris *
Angelia Jo Dean
Robert Alexander Diaz *
Stephanie Diaz-Santiago
Emily Riegger Dillon
Taylor Reana Doherty *
Samantha Joelle Donahue
Kellen Claire Dopson
Rebecca Durte *
Michelle L. Duncan
Lauren Elizabeth Dunn
Olivia Michelle Dwyer
Holly Anne Dye-Clark *
Paige A. Ehlers
Case Hilland Emerson
Case Coleman Erwin
Stanford H. Ferguson Jr.
Ana Sofia Flores-Cornejo *
Katie Meghan Foss *
Ashlyn Michelle Fox *
Amber May Fritzsche *
Audrey R. Fry
AnnMarie B. Gangelhoff *
Bennett McLendon Gaston
Katie A. Godoy
Aanya Lynne Gonzalez *
Adriana V. Gonzalez
Cynthia Marie Gonzalez
Michaela Farrell Gregory *
Rachel Leigh Grey *
Alexandra Nicole Guillen *
Autumn R. Hammond
Kimber L. Harris
Avery Marie Harrison *
Robert Kyle Kent Helms
Nicole Alexis Hew
Anna Loren Hickman
Kaylee Nicole Hicks
Essence Trenise Hines
Christopher Raoul Hoffmann-Grant
Erin A. Hoyle *
Norma Donata Huanca
Shelby Anne Reamer
Krisi B. Hwang *
Amari Alexa-Leigh Jones
Eric Clayton Kuschel
Corianne Amanda Lambert Lustman *
Garrett Andrew Lawrence
SeungHoon Lee
Mary Mecelle Lemons
Michaela Diane Lewellen
Ashley Elizabeth Lindner *
Soleil Lobato
Kelley Lobean McKinley *
Taylor M. Logue
Kassandra Maria Lopez
Nicky Lamec Macias *
Angellis Maldonado *
Jamilah Marie Madden
Adifie Adeotan Marciniak *
Jacob R. Markham
Jessica E. Martìn *
Romeo M. Mati Jr.
Jordyn Elizabeth McKenzie *
Danica Rylea McKeon *
Antonio E. Medina Cintron
Lindsay Caitlin Mikell
Eden McKenzie Miller
Kellie Rae Mills
Kayla A. Minott
Melissa Lynn Moreno
Alexis Nicole Morreale
Krishna D. Muhundan
Brittany Nicole Nelson *
Melisa Nicolas
Austin Scott Nyberg
Zach P. O’Shea *
Kelly L. Oehler *
Ashley N. Oester
Mariam Olayemi Olabuntu
Johannys Otero Carreras
Juan N. Pacheco *
Emma Jong Palmer
Shawn David Palmer
Priscilla Nicole Palou
Sierra Rylee Parsons *
Avi Patel
Jacob J. Pecori
Michelle Pelaez
Jessica Pereira-Greggs
Valeria Eugenia Perez Sarabia *
Marco A. Perez-Alvarez *
Mariya S. Petrova *
Thoa Pham
Raequon L. Pinkney
Zoe Elizabeth Plappert
Kaitlyn Mitchell Player
Shelby Anne Reamer
Corey Robert Reeves
Harrison David Madruga Resnick *
Sarah Maria Rincon *
Memphis Demilo Robertson ***
Ashley Renae Robinson
Caleigh Nicole Robinson *
Carlos Roca
Morgan Lee Romero
Jennifer Ronderos
Marissa Elaine Rose
Jennifer Rubio
Christian M. Cardece *
Marko Antonio Salazar
Daniela Salces
Rachel Isadora Saperstein
Mitchell Gary Scaglione
Alexa E. Scherbak
Leah Nicole Scotti *
Madison Seller *
Tamarra Ann Shepherd *
Jennifer P. Shuntich
Genediete Annaismel Silverio-Lesti
Jovanni Andre Sleight
McKenzie S. Smith
Whitney Marie Snyder ***
Marissa Camille Stack *
Robert John Wayne Stinson
Julia MacKenzie Strickland *
Andrew George Suazo
Rebekah Suisse
Heather D. Surratt *
Emily Ashton Todd *
Zachary N. Ugartemendia *
Julia Mackenzie Strickland *
Andrew George Suazo
Rebekah Suisse
Heather D. Surratt *
Emily Ashton Todd *
Zachary N. Ugartemendia *
Camilo A. Vivas
Freya Wang *
Cody A. Weber *
Nicholas A. Wendrick
Agustin Werner
Willie Justin Williams III
Jenifer J. Willingham
Juan Manuel Wiswell
Katherine Noemi Wolz
Lawrence Andiego Worrie
Jayden M. Yarborough
Kaito Yoshida
Alberto Nicolas Zambrana
Mingxi Zhou *

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
(Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOREST RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION
Mary Elisabeth Barnett  
Bronson Steven Kaleo Bond *  
Travis Raymond Julius
Kaitlyn N. Kleinatland  
Ryan Eli McCall  
Graham Lee McInnes  
Hannah Noel Powless *
Teri L. Vandenberg *  
Brady Lee White  
Alexia Judith Yau

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOMATICS
Javier Sahagun

THE SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Dean R. Elaine Turner
Director Thomas K. Frazer

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Natalie Sabine Hollander **  
Kerry C. Thomas

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Trevor James Casey  
Hunter Clinton Gibson *

THE COLLEGE OF THE ARTS

Dean Onye P. Ozuzu

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Marisa A. Coloney  
Palmer Roine Crippen *  
Mackenzie Elaine Foye  
Alexandra L. Gagliano *
Dan Levar Gray  
Allison D. Hutchinson *  
Patrick C. Molen
Laurel Elizabeth Moore *  
Katherine Alexandra Osbron *  
Cristen F. Thomas *  
Hannah Leanne Williams

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN DIGITAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Rose M. Best-Fish  
Wesley Alexander Miller Vannall

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY OF ART
Brianna Ashley Curulli **  
Anna Luiza Martell *

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Dalton Cotter  
Dylan J. Probert *  
Chad Louis Hunter Raven
Mara Rodriguez  
Daniela Vargas *  
Melanie Taylor Vega *
Emma Anne Wedemeyer  
Emily P. Weigel *  
Lindsay Wright *

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
Briyana N. Butler *  
Tiffany M. Tang

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Zachary John Landress *

THE WARRINGTON COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

THE HEAVERENER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Dean Sabyasachi Mitra

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Andrea Aguirre-Goncal  
John Bradley Alexander  
William Tyler Alexander  
Gabriela N. Anziani  
Emily Nicole Beard  
Trevor L. Betros  
Genevieve Marie Bonett
Gonzalo Borquez  
Logan M. Bradney  
Edwinn Thomas Bruchman  
Maria Ines Bucci  
Elliot Bush *  
Jackson Harris Campbell  
Caleb R. Carswell
Luis M. Castillo  
Alize Victoria Chaves  
Melvin G. Corredor **  
Gregory De Freitas *  
David H. Diaz  
Derek Henry Diel  
Anndakarrah Estime

*Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
Robert Claiborne Everett *
Alexander Falcon
Kasey Alexandra Geddis
Gregory Gerve
Laurelle Annalyse Griffin
Emma Hope Hennessey
Cassady Grace Henshaw
Nicholas Alexander Lorenzo
Catherine Lidia McDonough *
Wesley A. Mong
Kelsi Michele Morgan

Laurelle Annalyse Griffin
Max M. Plager
Kyle Brandon Reckner
Kaitlyn Paige Hill
Eugene Gordon Kyle IV *
Andrew J. Marotta

THE FISHER SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING

Dean Sabyasachi Mitra
Director Gary McGill

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Vittoria Adele Giles McKenzie Brooke Moskowitz

THE COLLEGE OF DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND PLANNING

Dean Chimay Anumba

BACHELOR OF DESIGN
Catalina del Carmen Guzman-Mayoral Kaitlyn Ann Lintz Sabrina Luengo *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUSTAINABILITY AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Rachel Danielle Alexandra Blum ***
Kylie Alyssa Hall
Robert J. Stevens
Brandan Callaghan * Jake A. Lazarus Heather Stone **
Chandler W. Carpenter Brianna A. Maphis ** Michael D. Summer ***
Christine Bonina Cuales Zachary A. Nelson Denise My Tran ***
Tanner N. Fulcher Matthew William Ryan ** Costanza Rachel Tremante **
Marco Guarente Joshua D. Smith * Brooke K. Webster

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
THE M. E. RINKER, SR. SCHOOL OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Dean Chimay Anumba
Director Robert F. Cox

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Mahmood Belal Saboungi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES
Brian Matthew Amberg II * Matthew Aaron Daly * Howard H. Davis IV *** Angus Daniel McPhaul *

THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Dean Glenn E. Good

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sonya Adele Dhanpat Camille E. Nieves Danielle Christine Romanello *
Rabia Choudhry Hein * Susana Santiesteban *

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Tali Bitton Caroline M. Herrero * Sydney Liggins

THE HERBERT WERTHEIM COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Dean Cammy R. Abernathy

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Gustavo Roman Gutierrez * Thomas Lema Shivam Patel *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
Brandt A. Bessell *** Sirapoom Peanusaha *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Brenda Agnes Burke *** Jonathan M. Lopez * Taylor M. Tripodi *
Youngseop Lee * Christie Pham Nguyen Amanda M. Won *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Allan Bonet ** Erik A. Ekendiz Jonathan Medina *
Allan M. Hernandez

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Thomas J. Artingstall Jeanine Marie Marrou Christopher Martin ***
Alain Amine Harb ** Anthony L. Morelli **

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Keina M. Aoitia Jonathan Steven Bishop *
Maina M. Aoitia Danny R. Moolchand Zachary J. Shields

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Nicole Ian Libardo Ciar Philip R. Jones Niharika G. Maity *
Thomas Creel Rahul Joshi Kevin Joshua McBride *
Kelvin Alphonsus Dover Jr. Andy Liu * Hannah E. McEachern
Jacob S. Graves Yinghan Ma * Xinxin Wu *
Carter A. Jones * Alvin Ming Xue *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIGITAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Laura Rantanen *

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Loisbrent O. Cardoso
Libardo Cotrino
Kyle A. DeMarco

Daniel Peter Johnson
Tyler B. Kramer
Stephanie N. Mackenzie **
James Hayden Mashburn
Gino Maulini
Ryan William Schroepe **
Zachary Ryan Weissblatt **

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Ricker C. Lamprier

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Sofia Marie Atzrodt **
Mariana Buraglia ***
Isabella Maria Castillo
Nicolas Encarnacion Crisostomo *
Chase Robert Jones **

Nicolette Andrea Narvaez *
Meghan Mareé Neville **
Hannah Macachie Perez
Hannah M. Richardson
Kelsey Summer Rooke
Sebastian Ruiz
Amanda Catherine Smith
Kurt K. Weber II
Cristina Alexandra Vala

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Christina A. E. Dounis
John S. Adler *
Nicole Caruso **
Anthony R. Allen
Dylan Mitchell Bucci
Carley Butler *
Gerardo Castillo *
Kenneth P. Doersin III *
Hasina Adelia Dorcely
Noah Laurence Goodall
Marco Antonio Green *

Johann Rapp *
JinHyuk Son Henson *
Carter Bryce Jung *
Hrishi Kesa Sai Kalyanam *
Mina Youngin Kim
Zachary John Landress *
Thomas Lema
Ali Mustapha Rahal *
Raquel M. Rizkalla
Rafael Alejandro Rodriguez
Alexa P. Scruders
Madeline Lucille Stanley
Eleanor B. Tonev *
Jessica Valencia Mejia
Adriana Villares *
John W. Vollmer *
Brady Oakes Walters
Benjamin S. Weeks
Miles David Weemhoff

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

John J. Adler
Olivia T. Albano *
Veronica Leslie Coley
Thomas J. DePaula
Aurea DaSilva DeSouza *
Sean Patrick Doherty
Taylor Reana Doherty **
Parker Lee Edwards ***
Anthony Daniel Emmett
Camren P. Fales
Jarron C. Fevrier
Matthew T. Gabriel
Katelynn Marie Garcia *
Jorneshia Jeanette Gonzalez

Gustavo Roman Gutierrez *
James Julian Haddix
Blake T. Hutchins ***
Lyla Yuwei Jiang
Bethany L. Jones *
Abby Rae Kelly *
Maris J. Kenny
Matthew Padrig Klein **
Carla Jean Kossayda *
Daniel Z. Lai
Carschana Ruthney Laporte *
Katherine I. Loferski
Christian W. McLaren

Rafael Alejandro Rodriguez
Alexa P. Scruders
Madeline Lucille Stanley
Eleanor B. Tonev *
Jessica Valencia Mejia
Adriana Villares *
John W. Vollmer *
Brady Oakes Walters
Benjamin S. Weeks
Miles David Weemhoff

THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
Dean Michael Reid

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY AND KINESIOLOGY
Jordana D. Abgattas
Alicia Lauren Bislinghoff
Heather Taylor Bradford *
Nicole Caruso **
Veronica Leslie Coley
Thomas J. DePaula
Aurea DaSilva DeSouza *
Sean Patrick Doherty
Taylor Reana Doherty **
Parker Lee Edwards ***
Sydney Catherine Virginia Eierle ***
Anthony Daniel Emmett
Camren P. Fales
Jarron C. Fevrier
Matthew T. Gabriel
Katelynn Marie Garcia *
Jorneshia Jeanette Gonzalez

Morgan Leigh Griffitts **
Isobel Lucy Harrison **
Andy Ho **
Ashlie B. Hoover **
Blake T. Hutchins ***
Monique M. Isa
Lyla Yuwei Jiang
Bethany L. Jones *
Abby Rae Kelly *
Maris J. Kenny
Matthew Padrig Klein **
Carla Jean Kossayda *
Daniel Z. Lai
Carschana Ruthney Laporte *
Katherine I. Loferski

Ali Ahmed Mohamed *
Nicole Marie Najem **
Jason R. Nodjomian *
Melanie Pascual-Abreu *
Het M. Patel
Orlando Perez Jr. *
Moises Rafael Pichard *
Kasey Marie Rhodes *
Dimitri G. Shurik **
Emily Katherine Surgeon *
Cristen F. Thomas *
Margaret N. Ton *
Samantha Gabriella Trinchetto *
Lindsey Elise Warnock *
Michael Xavier Weaver *
Elissar Zeineddine **

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION

Michael Joseph Acosta
Phyllis L. Anderson
Francis Oliver Galang Angeles
Hyun Woo Bak *
Katie Anne Bennett **
Taylor June Bickmeyer
Seth David Blake *
Whitney Evans Burchfield **
Elise S. Caesar
Maegan M. Chant *
Hija Chowdhury *
Ryan Alexander Clark

Kirsten Alyssa Cosio *
Lauren M. D’Aria
Hannah Joy Cancino Daduya
Belen A. De La Flor **
Gina Nicole De Sanctis **
Sherri Lord L. Dressel *
Morgan Taylor Gumble ***
Madeline Elizabeth Howe *
Andy T. Johnson **
Emily L. Karas *
Erin Paige Kreisler *
Carschana Ruthney Laporte *

Perline C. Mathurin
Madison LeeAnn McCauley
Emily B. Morales *
Mikem J. Munoz
Laura Roseanne Myers *
Reagan K. Pobst *
Bladen E. Potter *
Jessica Anne Ricciardelli
Sky Hana Richards *
Roxanne M. Saunders
Lindsay Ann Schulz *
Brooke Arielle Sender *

* cum laude ** magna cum laude *** summa cum laude (cum laude, magna cum laude and summa cum laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
Morgan Jeri Serio *  
Alejandra Serrano *  
Wanda Karen Solomon *  
Keely Paige Stancil  

Ashleigh Kristen Sullivan  
Devin Noelle Sushil  
Nathalie Elizabeth Thomas  
Malinda Tran  
Veronica Catherine Trunk *

Crystal Vazquez  
Khyon Jakaria White  
Lianne Li-Yin Wong **  
Emily Wu

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT**

Savannah Estrella Amparo  
Kevin Sentaro Anderson *  
Katherine Marie Arcarese *  
Brandon Dale Becar *  
Travis Scott Beilovec  
Jared Nicklaus Brewster *  
Christopher J. Cafaro *  
Giovanni J. Caserio  
Youjin Chang  
Daniel Landon Chiarelli  
Matthew Todd Clark *  
William J. Clouser  
Jason Caleb Clubb *  
Matthew Gary Davis *  
Carson Alexander Earley  
Austen G. Eckhart  
Robert Claiborne Everett *

Alex C. Farrow  
Ted Arturo Fernandez Jr. *  
Bryan Elia Fiata *  
Logan L. Flowers  
Matthew R. Garcia *  
Aaron Keller Gordon  
Justin M. Horbacz  
Ashley Nicole Houston  
Samuel Konner Howard  
Johannes T. Ingildsen  
Konnor McHugh Kesselring  
Corey M. Kingsbury  
Madisyn L. Kittell *  
Lachlan James Kline *  
Darren Joseph LaTorre  
Xavier Omar Leal *  
Kenneth M. Leon

Vivaldy Louisaint *  
Sebastian Medina  
Benjamin Richard Murray  
Eric Jonathan Myers *  
Josie McMillan Page *  
Mark Stephen Pennington *  
Gianna Marie Quillen *  
Daniel B. Ridgway  
Jacob Todd Roberts  
Michael Alexander Rosales  
Graceanne N. Rosen  
Nicole M. Shepherd  
Nicolás P. Stelacone  
Yijia Wang *  
Rebekkah Lori Warmus  
Eric Boyd Wendell  
Shiyu Wu *

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TOURISM, EVENTS AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT**

Savannah P. Albritton *  
Sarah Ann-Bernadette Alexandre  
Nicole Fernanda Caicedo  
Brandon Civetti  
Julia Ann Clow *  
Regine Victoria Coloso *

Joseph Anthony Cucci *  
Ariel L. Ellison  
Heather Danielle Fox *  
Shawna Lynn Gray  
Norman Ho  
Kalei Arizona Jones *  
Victoria Isabella Pawlus *

Jacob Douglas Poualloon *  
Hailey Adel Powell  
Lauren Michelle Scannel *  
Jack A. Solis *  
Lindsay Marie Staudt *  
Chelsea Leann Stilwell

**THE COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATIONS**

Dean Diane H. McFarlin

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ADVERTISING**

Kyra Marie Agustin  
Omar Azzaoui  
Tyler A. Bandhoo  
Aryelle M. Berman *  
Nicole Marie Busot  
Baylie Summer Cainas  
Joseph Edward David  
Hannah Jayde Davidson **  
William W. Engle  
Sara M. Ferrandiz *  
Stephanie Y. Gonzalez  
Bryan Matthew Goodlin

Nicole Caroline Greene  
Josue Gabriel Gutierrez  
Piper Lee Hansen  
Alexander Hoang Long La **  
Gabriela Valentina Manzanares **  
Natalia Martinez Parra  
Samantha Mora  
Hannah R. Moss  
Kaitlyn Faie Paley  
Shane W. Pinak  
Oriana Portnoy ***  
Claudia Carolina Roncal Sampolini

Mannat Kaur Sauraon  
Benjamin Reid Sherry **  
Tyler James Simpson  
Megan Stephanie Skaggs ***  
Austin Ryan Speck  
Blake Thomas Strickland **  
Viktor Toth  
Payton Renee Tucker  
Maria Alejandra Valdivia Fuentes  
April Joy Verite *  
Rachel Marie Willis  
Zachary P. Wind

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM**

Cheyce Michelle Ann Batchelor  
Liam D. Byrnes  
Giovanni Rafael Del Fa  
Jake River Dima  
David Wayne Futch  
Cheyce Michelle Ann Batchelor  
Liam D. Byrnes  
Giovanni Rafael Del Fa  
Jake River Dima  
David Wayne Futch

Taylor N. Johnson  
Ashley Nicole Lazarski  
Tatiana Navarro  
Jocelyn Denise Nieves **  
Kayla J. Price  
Sara JoAnne Riley Drussell

Alvin Tremaine Robinson  
Lina-Maria Francesca Ruiz  
John David Saliba  
Daniela Vargas  
Brandon Ross Yudin

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC RELATIONS**

Alana Marie Ali **  
Lauren Joan Basen  
Connor J. Bennett *  
Nicklaus S. Blasucci  
Lindsay A. Brownlie Lammers  
Sawyer Kelly Carlton *  
Kaitlyn Castano  
Yanet Guadalupe Centeno  
Sabrina E. Chung

William Francis Clewis Jr. **  
Katherine Daly  
Randa F. Daniels  
Jay Dempsey Jr. **  
Shevauna Kerin Dumay ***  
Emily Diana Dunson  
Melissa Cristina Echenique  
Richard A. Forbes III **  
Alexa Nicole Frades ***

Keren Souza Franca  
Caroline Lopes Leal Gabriel  
Isabella Sloan Giordano  
Abraham Aaron Hunt Jr. **  
Sara Morgan Hunt  
Anslie Elizabeth Jackson  
Kaytelyn A. Koutros  
Emily Claire Laney  
Ian J. Maikisch
Lyndsey Morgan Majer
Adriana Francesca Mancini ***
Ashley Lynn Mazac
John Francis McCurdy Jr.
Melina Melwani
Diego Mia
Jordan Angelina Miles
Izabella Mojica *
Marissa L. Montes
Katherine Carolina Moore *
Arava Nagar **

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TELECOMMUNICATION

Afrah Ahmed
Dillon Basse
Zachary V. Bayless
Hayley Michele Bennett
Alfrima Ayide Borges
Benjamin W. Braverman *
Mason Daniel Bunke ***
Kerena Inelie Cesar
Mallory Meiying Chan
Valentina Cruz
Alejandro Andrea D’Agostino
Evan C. Denninghoff
Michael David Dormeus
Adekunle R. Fasasi *
Alexandra L. Gagliano
Brandon R. Gin
Scott Cameron Grieve
Emily Cecilia Harrell ***
Jack C. Hillery
Landon Dean Jones **
Kyle W. Kusmerz
Alyssa Emily Lewis **
Sophia Crystal Lopez
Claudia Patricia Luna
Brenda Lupo
Amanda Gabriela Martinez
Bridge D. Cready
Annette M. Mckinney
Gabriela A. Mendoza **
Aliya D. Miranda
Linh Thuy Ngò
Sarina V. Nunes

THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

Dean David E. Richardson

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Lauren Abelove
Samuel A. Abernethy
Rebecca Ashley Abreu *
Kayla Brooke Albritton
Sierra T. Alexander *
Brian Alejandro Alvarez
Kayla Denise Amburgey
Monica Hana Anderson *
Jamie Marie Ang
Kelly Angel
Elizabeth Averhoff
Cassia Janay Baker *
Moises Balayla Rosemberg *
Griffen E. Ballenger *
Demi-Anne M. Barnett
Ryan J. Basile
Dontay Elijah Bassett
Jennifer L. Bates *
Jasmine Benavidez *
Kenlynn N. Berg
Darian A. Bernstein *
Dawson Tyler Bland
Justin L. Bodner
Rochelle Chelsea Bogle
Tomas Borenszteyn
Amber Renee Bowes ***
Courtney Elise Boykin
Valerie C. Branch
Coryn Elizabeth Britton *
Kortney Alex Brown
Alexis Anthony Brownandia Jr. *
Ricardo Christian Brunet *
Suzanne Marie Brunson
 Bastien Tate Bunker-Santofimia *
Robert S. Burgos Jr.
Denis Burilkov *
Olviva Grace Callen *

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Alisha D. Campbell
Kaily Campbell
Sicilia Campbell
Theresa L. Chapman **
Axel E. Chavarría
Kameryn Nicole Cherry
Atharva P. Chopde **
Mason Collins
Eduardo D. Conners *
Jack Taylor Corson
Aaron C. Courtney
Spencer Perry Cutts *
Suraj Dalal *
Nicolas Joseph DeMarco *
Angela Rose Delfino
Kristyna Danielle Derby
Janna Nichole DiÉgidio *
Marielena C. Diaz
Corrence Faye Manao Dominguez
Nathanial L. Dormann II
Devin A. Downs *
Rebecca Duarte
Jaxon Aaron Dulberg
D’Amour Merveilleux Edwards
Nicholas Rocco Epaе
Alana L. Erickson *
Aandakarrh Estime *
Adekunle R. Fasasi *
Alejandra Victoria Fernandez
Dylan Force Ferneau
Aaron J. Ferry
Andrea Marie Figueroa Grillasca *
Dylan Jacob Finucan *
Leeann K. Fox *
David Baron Franklin
Amanda Marie Grefstad Froeynes *
Gorjok Matur Gak

BACHELOR OF ARTS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TELECOMMUNICATION

Kelsey Marie Someillan
Kyle E. Summersfield *
Joaquín M. Sune
Daniela Urrea Schneider
Alyssa A. Varas ***
Lindsey Fay Anique Varlack
Walter Walding Jr.
Julie Kay Walter
Helena Wegener **
Amanda Hope Weinberg
Christina J. Whitley

Alexandra Isabel Olson
Tanis Edward Perez
Jackson Christopher Pittman
Nicole J. Robinson
Paula Ronda
Ryan lain Rupp *
Nathan L. Salzman
Jonathan Taylor Santos **
Stefany Ann Solorzano ***
Peyton Elizabeth Souder
Erika Theresa Stallings
Melissa G. Stomber
Olivia Donna Studstrup **
Harold Sebastian Valderrama
Sherwin A. Varma
Daniel Yurowsky Jr.

Mateo Galiano
Felipe Garcia Duran
Sachy Garg
Arielle Blair Gelman *
Kristen M. George
Jade Irene Gideon-Troy
Donald W. Giles Jr.
Victoria Rose Gingras
Olivia Baxter Giusti *
Brandon R. Godfrey
Alain Marie Gonzalez
Alexandra Rose Gonzalez
Mia Teagan Goodrich *
Corey John Granko
Nikita Green
Shirley Melody Grinstein *
Christian Nicholas Guerra *
Brenna C. Hafling
Ian Halle
John Graham Hamilton *
Nicholas M. Hannah
Nicole S. Harrell *
Sarah Hashemian
Yasser Hassan
Benjamin Cole Hays
Kristen Carol Henderson
Erin Rae Hennessy
Caroline M. Herrero *
Kathryn Hope Silver Hickey
Eric Charles Higbie
Steven L. Hobson
Thomas W. Holley
Sydney Nicole Hood
Caylynn Nicole Howard
Alana Gabriella Hunter *
Alex N. Hunziker
Valerie L. Iglehart *

*Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
Carolyn M. Imes *
Andrea Mireya Iriarte
Christian Ishak
Shawn M. Jarrard *
Farah Alexandra Jean
Lambert Dunn Johnson IV Peter
Rhea Jones III *
Victoria Lynne Kantor
Ethan J. Kaplan
Seth M. Katenkamp
Erin Keever
Tanner S. Kelly *
Joseph R. Kendra
Brady Michael Douglas Kennedy *
Justin Taylor Kim *
Malaysia A. King
Zachary A. Kitchen
Christo P. Kurjakose
Cody M. LaVance
Jasmín Elisabeth Laaksonen
Brent Harrison Lanier
Odine Laurenvil
Hannah R. Lester
Megan Alexandra Lopez
Sofía Lopez Molina *
Paul Branko Lorenzen
Seamus P. Love *
Landon Lyell Lowe *
Jonathan Asher Gooding Loy
Ariana Lucas
Caroline Adair Lyden
Nicole J. Lynch
Austin Mace
Mehdi Mansour
Alyssa M. Marasci
David O. Martell
Carla Moira Eldodie Martin Melanie
Barnett Masino *
Raul Elijah Mayers
Shane P. McCartin
Conor Brandon Hugh McGuinness
John P. McHale
Caleb Boone McNeill
Jonathan Medina
Dawn Amy Alvina Melconan *
Tessa P. Nelson *
Jessica Nohemy Mendoza *
Kirsten Sofia Mercado
William Angel Merced *
Bridget Mijares *
Jeffrey Patrick Misener
Amanda Renee Misner
Timetria N. Mitchell
Lauren Bouskila *
Molly A. Bolton *
Lauren Boskília *
Joseph J. Bouza *
Austen A. Bowman *
Kacie Nicole Brady *
Nicole Idalia Carita
Maria Jeanine Carr
Erica Beatriz Montero
Remo Anthony Montero
Allison Moore *
Catucha Hencca Morand *
James M. Morgan
Matthew J. Mungai-Barris *
Sydney Elizabeth Muster
Michael Sherman Naim *
Jacob Neal *
Talya Emily Neumark
Katherine Khoi-Nguyen Ngo *
Melisa Nicolas
Jacob Joseph Arthur Niergarth
Mikhail Nikitin
Brendannd M. Ogle
Savannah Parker Oglesby
Daniella Orbe ***
Benjamin Peter Otruba III
Christina-Regine Delbeau Owens-Charles *
Nicholas Camilo Palomba
Benjamin R. Park
Emily F. Pasqua *
Emmely Pavila *
Martha Paz-Soldan *
Ethan James Perro *
Priya Pamela Pershadingh
David Pertegaz
VonRuthie Petit-Frere ***
Michael P. Petruzzi
Marjorie Oliviae Piani
José Juan Pérez Rodríguez
Kyle Timothy Randall
Christopher E. Ringue II *
Elizabethe Gracee Rios-Brooks *
Emma M. Misner
Felipe Robert Rodriguez
Ge Ren *
Chanel Renee Ricks *
Melissa Jo Roder
Christopher E. Ringue II *
Elisabeth Gracee Rios-Brooks *
Emma M. Misner
Felipe Robert Rodriguez
Evon Robert Rohe
Maria Paula Roig
Juan David Rojas Osina *
Nicholas Cardon Rowe ***
Reliah Paige Ryan
Emily Rose Sabas
Alexander Jose Sanchez
Tayler Marie Sanchez *

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnel Bouchard Abellard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Luis Aguilar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohona Ahmed *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas D. Allen *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Allman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian James Anderkin *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel Arredondo *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylee Marie Ayres *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline C. Bales *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrell Bautista</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcos Bengochea *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd M. Bertsch Jr. *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Louis Blount **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Heidi Anne Bodine *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly A. Bolton *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Boskilia *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose J. Bouza *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin A. Bowman *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kacie Nicole Brady *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Idalia Carita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Jeanine Carr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward George Cervinsky III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alize Victoria Chaves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Ki Grina Omaira Cheng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atharya P. Chopde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahim Ahmed Chowdhury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Youngji Chun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Colton Collier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin D. Connors *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa R. Cowan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy A. Crowley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Lucas Cuevas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Samuel Cutler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Daniel *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Marc Dawson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Divaker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison B. Drum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrit D. DuBois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary C. Eaton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan A. Egoendorfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alana L. Erickson *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britney Beatriz Escoffery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher C. Fawaz *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna D. Fleming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordanne Brooke Fletcher *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elise Freitland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Colocado Garcia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Andres Guerrero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahul Gummadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Elane Ayne Hah *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Hare *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole S. Harrell *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kailey L. Hart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Hashemian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa N. Heilmann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Chandler Hines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea Adele Holden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riccia T. Holder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Christine Hudson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Peter Jacobson *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivang Ramchandra Jadvani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suren Jeevaratnam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanxiao Jiang *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cum Laudae* **Magna Cum Laudae** ***Summa Cum Laudae*** (Cum Laudae, Magna Cum Laudae and Summa Cum Laudae are tentative and subject to final grades)
THE COLLEGE OF NURSING

Dean Anna M. McDaniel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Sierra Sioux Albrecht
Nicholas Jordan Anderson
Tonia Marie Anson
Alaina Rose Applegate
Patricia Kimberly Aracic
Stephanie A. Arcara
Angelica B. Arqueta Alvarenga
Mykala M. Arnold
Michael Evan Ballou
Michelle Lee Barnard
Katherine Diane Barta
Amanda Rebekah Barthelmeby
Kira Ben-Hamo
Enrique Bermudez
Nicolle Jasmin Bato Bondoc
Kiyuuna Chant'e Bradley
Craig Lawrence Breen
Joel Allan Brier
Kaitlyn Grace Brookbank
Ebony Joy Brown
Justin Tyler Brown
Leah Marie Brown
Rebecca Jeneal Bruckner
Patricia Elizabeth Barta
Natalie Lee Barthelemy
Kathleen Grace Vanderbrook
Taylor Ann Frazier
Lacie Anne Freer
Misty Heather Fuentes
Trudy Ann Gaul
Reece Connor Gebhard
Daynelys Gibbins
Stephanie Ann Gibson
Brittany Lee Gonzalez
Miranda Elizabeth Goss
Gabriella E. Greene
Katy Lynn Marie Griffin
Abby Reinhart Griffris
Erica Guira
Ryan Scott Gutmacher
Aaron David Hayes
Chloe Anne Herschberger
Rachael R. Hiden
Deborah Murray Hofrichter
Kaitlin Marie Hogan
Graycen Mary Holmes
Danielle Elizabeth Holt
Morgan Elizabeth Howard
Braiden Paige Howell
Malakia Imoni Howell
Taylor Marie Howland
Kellie N. Huff
Keith Evan Hufsteter
Shane Reid Iseharn
Jordyn Patrice Jackson
Morgan Lee James

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude

*Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades

Leslie Ann Ronsonet
Nicholas Jay Rosario
Bridget M. Ryan
Brigit Siobhan Ryan *
Rosangel Sanchez *
Lucas Bischoff Sanders
Norah Stephanie Sanson
Darlene Ruth Savoy *
Madison C. Schwartz
Hannah Shah *
Sonam Sharma Singh *
Danielle Lynn Snyder ***
Madison Laine Stanford *
Dinah Buckman Stephens *
David Noah Sturm
Thea Nolien Lado Tabernilla
Aristotle Tesser *
Audria Megan Thomas *
Natalie Elizabeth Thomas
Tram-Anh Tran *
Nichole Ann Wadsworth
Abigail Lili Sabrina Walters
Anna Charlotte Walters *
Sarina Rita Weldon
Melinda Marie Westfall *
Jonathan Leonard Whipple *
Trent Wysocki *
Deleny Corinne Yu *

Alexis Trenay Jones
Elizabeth Marie Juneja
Katie Ann Karis
Mina Kim
Kyle Barber Kirch
Grace M. Knapp
Brianna Lindsey Korinek
Lauren Kousek
Victoria L. Kreymerman
Richard Todd Lemmon Sr.
Kevin Robert Lennox
Tye Jordan Lofquist
Hannah Rose Lorman
Michelle Ianna Macias
Mary E. Mahoney
Hailey Irene Malles
Marger Maloney
Victoria Frances Mantel
Natalia L. Martens
Miranda Mayor
Briana Joelle McDonald
GeIselle Jean Grunwald McGrath
Catherine Ann McInnes
Anais McKinney
Caitlin E. McNamara
Kellie Renee Miller
Carlos A. Molano
Sadid Mohammed Momen
Steffanie Lynn Moriarty
Alexandria Grace Murray
Kyle Lewis Nettles
Gabrielle Adeline Nordman
Jeremy Paul Padgett
Renee Parra
Caroline Elizabeth Peet
Erika Victoria Pena
Kristina Alyssa Perez
Fabiola Pierre Charles
Claudia Jeanne Poulos
Mariaj C. Rappazzo

Sarah Louise Justice
Neil Kalaria
Simran Kaur Kandola
Kyler W. Katz
Tyana Chenise King
Samira Ahmed Kiwan *
Mary Ananditha Kommareddy
Maxine Konner *
Rikki Lynn Kretovic
Emily Anne Kuhl
Prajakta N. Kulkarni *
Andrew Perry Kurland
Jeannie Lai
Emily Lam *
Tamarah Ashley Lamarre
Austin R. Lambert
Kiana G. Leone
Kaitlin M. Litke *
Jiali Liu *
Adelle Auriane Berenice Louet
Landon Lyel Lowe *
Amanda Lugo *
Alexander S. Lumley
Venetia Natasha Lush *
Amy Mamutaj
Samantha R. Mangione *
Natallia Martinez Parra
Samantha Mascary
Natalia R. Martinez Parra
Natalia Mascary
Samantha Landau Davis
Katherine Lachlan Devine
Madeline Brooke McCallum
Natalie Nicole McGathey
Agustina Micaela Arce Mena
Dyana Selena Mendoza
Ali Ahmed Mohamed *
Anarka Soma Mokhtary
Allison Moore *
Laurel Elizabeth Moore *
Kathryn Victoria Morin
Patricia Ann Nagel
Alan Nguyen
Amanda Kate Nguyen
Oluwadara Olufoyeke Oyewole
Kailey Jeeyeon Pak
Alexander Daniel Paulino
Emmely Pavila *
Miguel Enrique Perez Blanco
Rachel Casandra Phang
Nico L. Polisar *
Ashleigh Korinna Pol *
Bianca L. Poma
Read Matthew Quares *
Daniel A. Ramos
Mitchel Edward Ramos *
Rishi Vivek Rao ***
Michael William Rasy *
Carolyn Kelly Robertson
Shannon Cifia Robinson

Leslie Ann Ronsonet
Nicholas Jay Rosario
Bridget M. Ryan
Brigit Siobhan Ryan *
Rosangel Sanchez *
Lucas Bischoff Sanders
Norah Stephanie Sanson
Darlene Ruth Savoy *
Madison C. Schwartz
Hannah Shah *
Sonam Sharma Singh *
Danielle Lynn Snyder ***
Madison Laine Stanford *
Dinah Buckman Stephens *
David Noah Sturm
Thea Nolien Lado Tabernilla
Aristotle Tesser *
Audria Megan Thomas *
Natalie Elizabeth Thomas
Tram-Anh Tran *
Nichole Ann Wadsworth
Abigail Lili Sabrina Walters
Anna Charlotte Walters *
Sarina Rita Weldon
Melinda Marie Westfall *
Jonathan Leonard Whipple *
Trent Wysocki *
Deleny Corinne Yu *

Alexis Trenay Jones
Elizabeth Marie Juneja
Katie Ann Karis
Mina Kim
Kyle Barber Kirch
Grace M. Knapp
Brianna Lindsey Korinek
Lauren Kousek
Victoria L. Kreymerman
Richard Todd Lemmon Sr.
Kevin Robert Lennox
Tye Jordan Lofquist
Hannah Rose Lorman
Michelle Ianna Macias
Mary E. Mahoney
Hailey Irene Malles
Marger Maloney
Victoria Frances Mantel
Natalia L. Martens
Miranda Mayor
Briana Joelle McDonald
GeIselle Jean Grunwald McGrath
Catherine Ann McInnes
Anais McKinney
Caitlin E. McNamara
Kellie Renee Miller
Carlos A. Molano
Sadid Mohammed Momen
Steffanie Lynn Moriarty
Alexandria Grace Murray
Kyle Lewis Nettles
Gabrielle Adeline Nordman
Jeremy Paul Padgett
Renee Parra
Caroline Elizabeth Peet
Erika Victoria Pena
Kristina Alyssa Perez
Fabiola Pierre Charles
Claudia Jeanne Poulos
Mariaj C. Rappazzo
THE COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Dean Michael G. Perri

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE

Cole Mason Awasthi *
Zachary S. Burr *
Amiel F. Carino *
Breana Chantel Hines
Amanda Hok *

Hunter Iverson Houston *
Jessica Dawn Howell *
Sonya I. Ivanova *
Kyla Tisheá Jones

Nicole Anne Kalpin *
Sarah R. Larson *
Sabrina Nicole Mitson *
Galina L. Nelson *
Michael Ramirez *

BACHELOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Martha Lorena Varela

Mallory Renae Reith
Megan L. Ricks
Tovya Rigdon
Sarah Kristine Roemer
Lauren Michelle Rowe
Juzzel Mae Peñalosa Roxas
Courtney Nicole Rubel
Tiffany Lynn Sallas
Brooke Danielle Schachtman
Alexandra Danielle Setrin

Hayley Brooke Solomon
Lauren Alexandra Sorondo
Alexandra Marie Spence
Morgan McKenzie Swisher
Kendal Nicole Tiffany
Danielle L. Tran
Jessica Velasquez Perez
Kat Vitiello
Sandra Vizer

Samuel P. Vrinios
Therese A. Waight
Anne M. Ward
Christina Rose Warrick
Amy Beth Wasserman
Jared Arden Weeks
Callie M. White
Marlo Fore Wilde
Brianna A. Willard
Lorenzo J. Woods

*Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  (Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude and Summa Cum Laude are tentative and subject to final grades)
What Makes a University Great?

Some interesting facts about the University of Florida

Educational Excellence

UF is consistently ranked among the nation’s top universities: No. 7 in U.S. News & World Report “Top Public Universities” (2020); No. 3 on the Forbes’ list of Best Value Public Universities (2019); No. 6 in the New York Times list of universities that do the most to help low-income students (2015); No. 2 in Kiplinger’s “Best Values in Public Colleges” (2017); No. 3 in the Milken Institute’s Ranking of Best Universities for Technology Transfer.

Faculty

• UF has more than 6,000 faculty members with distinguished records in teaching, research and service, including 36 Eminent Scholar chairs and 45 faculty elections to the National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, the National Academy of Medicine or the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

• Awards include three Pulitzer Prizes, NASA’s top award for research, the Smithsonian Institution’s conservation award and a Fields medal.

Students

• Students admitted for the fall 2020 freshman class had an average 4.47 GPA, average SAT score of 1383, and an average ACT score of 31.

• The freshman retention rate of 97% is among the highest in the country.

• UF awards more professional degrees to African American, Hispanic and other minority students than any other public university in the Association of American Universities (2014-15).

• 68% of UF full-time freshmen graduate in four years (2012-13 cohort), and 90% of UF freshmen graduate within six years (2012-2013 cohort).
Chain of Office

This custom-made ornament is worn with the president’s regalia, symbolizing the authority and responsibilities of the office. The chain is engraved with the names and service years of the university presidents. The medallion’s centerpiece is a 1.3-carat diamond.

Academic Mace

Dating back to the Middle Ages, the mace symbolizes strength and authority. The UF ceremonial mace was created for the university’s sesquicentennial celebration in 2003. The 70-inch staff features an alligator sitting atop a globe. The four pillars supporting the globe represent the four original colleges: Agriculture, Engineering, Law, and Liberal Arts. The staff is carved from cherry wood. The university’s chief marshal, who leads all academic processions, carries the mace.

Diplomas

Diplomas will be mailed to the graduate’s diploma mailing address in September 2020.
Caps and Gowns, An Explanation

The academic regalia worn by graduating students and faculty in this era evolved from a style of dress worn by members of guilds and religious orders in medieval times. The academic gown is worn by individuals who have earned a degree in higher education. In addition, hoods are worn by graduate degree candidates, but not by undergraduate degree candidates.

At the University of Florida, the lining of the hood has a blue chevron on an orange background to represent the university colors. University faculty members who hold degrees from another college or university wear the colors of their alma mater.

The velvet edging on the academic hood is the color that represents the particular degree held by the wearer. Agricultural and Life Sciences and Forest Resources and Conservation share maize edging; Design, Construction and Planning and Building Construction are blue violet; Audiology degrees have colonial blue edging; Business Administration and Accounting are drab; Dentistry is lilac; Education is light blue; Engineering degrees are represented by orange edging; Fine Arts degrees have brown edging; Health and Human Performance is sage green; Journalism and Communications is garnet; Law is purple; Liberal Arts is white and Liberal Sciences is gold yellow; Medicine is green; Music is pink; Natural Resources and Environment is antique gold; Nursing is apricot; Doctor of Pharmacy is olive; Philosophy is royal blue; Public Health degrees have salmon pink edging; Rehabilitation Counseling degrees have Nile green edging; and Veterinary Medicine is gray.

Distinctions among sleeves indicate the type of degree held by the wearer. A long, pointed sleeve indicates a bachelor’s degree, while a long, closed sleeve with a slit near the upper part of the arm designates a master’s degree. A round, open sleeve identifies a doctoral degree.

The blue doctoral regalia also has velvet running on the rest of the gown, including crossbars on the sleeve. Colored tassels on the degree candidates’ caps indicate a candidate’s school or college.
Alma Mater

Florida, our Alma Mater
Thy glorious name we praise
All thy loyal sons and daughters
A joyous song shall raise.
Where palm and pine are blowing,
Where southern seas are flowing,
Shine forth thy noble Gothic walls,
Thy lovely vine-clad halls.
Neath the Orange and Blue victorious
Our love shall never fail.
There’s no other name so glorious—
All hail, Florida, Hail!

Milton Yeats